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4.0 Objective of the lesson

Objective of the present lesson is to impart knowledge about Training and Development

of Human Resource, comparative study of training and development, to improve present and

future performance of managers, increasing skills, reshaping behaviour attitudinal changes

and perception of executives.

4.1 Introduction

As the present unit deals with improving the performance of executives, preventing

their obsolence (being out of date), improving interpersonal skill fraternity, mutual co-operation

and collaboration it becomes highly important.

This unit will also deal with various steps involved in executive development programme

(E.D.P.), its various types, the various methods of evaluating the E.D.P. and its impact of the

Human Resource etc.

4.2 Importance of The Topic

As the present unit deals with those tools, techniques, ways and methods which will

not only improve their present performance rather future performance as well updating their

knowledge, skill and enabling them to keep pace with the changing technology and know-

how it becomes significantly important.

4.3 Meaning and Definition of Training

1. “Training is a short term process utilizing a systematic and organized procedure

by which even non-managerial personnel acquire technical knowledge and skills

for a definite purpose.
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2. According to D.K. Bhattacharya training is a systematized, tailor made

programme to suit the need of a particular organization for developing certain

attitudes, actions, skills and abilities in employees irrespective of their functional

level.

Definition and purpose of training will, remain incomplete unless it is integrated

with developmental activities of Human Resource. It will be more accurate to

state that both training and development go together.

(i) Training and Development Compared and Contrasted

1. While training is a short term process development is a long term process

utilizing a systematic and organized procedure by which managerial

personnel acquire conceptual and theoretical knowledge for general

purposes?

2. Training mostly refers only to an introduction to technical and mechanical

operations while development refers to the philosophical and theoretical

educational concepts.

3. Traning is mostly designed for non-managers while development involve

managerial personnel say Kalyan, Iyer and Paranjape in their book viz.

Management and Human Resource Development. According to them

training and development differ on the following counts :-

4 points :-

(a) “What” is to be learned.

(b) “Who” is learning.

(c) “Why” such learning required.

(d) “When” such learning occurs.

These 4 “Ws” are explained hereinbelow :-

Leaning Training Development

Dimension

“What” Technical Theoretcial and

Mechanical Conceptual ideas

Operations

“Who” Non-Managerial Managerial

Personnel Personnel

“Why” Specifically related General knowledge

to job Purpose

“When” Short-term Long-term
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(ii) Need and Objectives of Training

Training is necessary to :-

1. To match employees specifications with the job requirements and

organizational needs.

2. To increase productivity of employees by enhancing their skill and

efficiency.

3. To improve quality of performance by increasing their knowledge.

4. To improve health and safety of employees by making then fully aware

of the safety rules and regulations.

5. To prevent obsolen sce of employees by keeping them updated with

the latest technological innovation having taken place elsewhere .

6. Personal growth and development of employees due to their exposure

to the latest video clippings documentary film shows and technical

literature.

7. Enabling employees to take up the responsibility of higher job position

on promotion or on transfer to discharge some more responsible jobs.

8. Improving organizational climate.

Due to fruitful/productive and open interaction with trainers the

knowledge/skill and self-confidence of employees improves. They

become competent enough to discharge the responsibility of higher-

job-position. Hence the organization depends on them more and more

and man the higher position by promotion instead of making fresh

recruitment.

This enhances the morale, motivational level, sense of belonging

and loyalty to the organization which in turn increases the efficiency and

productivity of workers meaning thereby increased profitability to the

firm as a resultant reduction in cost of production and minimization of

waste.

Thus both employers and employees are mutually benefited and

a healthy Industrial Relation, congenial and conducive work atmosphere

prevails in the organization making it an ideal organization.

9. Minimising the turn over (job-changing by employees) of employees and

stablising the work force because a satisfied/delighted and motivated

worker does not leave the firm as he is confident to get further promotion

in the present company.
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4.4 Methods and Procedures of Training

Training comprises of following 4elements depending upon functional level/occupational

categories of employees :-

Sl No. Level Nos. Types of Training

1. Workers (i) (i) Introduction

(ii) (ii) Job training

(iii) (iii) Craft training

(iv) (iv) Special purpose training

2. Supervisors (i) (i) Induction training

(ii) (ii) Foremanship/shopfloor

supervision

(iii) (iii) Manpower management

3. Staff Members (i) (i) Introduction

(ii) (ii) Professional training

(iii) (iii) Technical training

(iv) (iv) Human relations training

4. Managers and (i) (i) Induction

Executives

(ii) (ii) Executive training

(iii) (iii) Executive development

training

Besides, above mentioned types/methods of training on total quality awareness are

trainings including all aspects of T.Q.M. – Total Quality Management which there have now

become almost statutory (legal)

(i) Induction and Orientation

1. These two words – induction and orientation are used inter changeably. All

newly appointed employees are introduced to their juniors/cotteagues/

supervisors/managers during/induction or introductory session.

Mechanical/Technical personnel are given the working/demonstration or they

observe the tools, plants, equipment’s, machines in working and functional stage

and be acquainted with the process of operation and infrastructure of the

company.
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2. Programme/Instruction/manual/operating manual/service condition and all allied

rules, procedures duty charts etc. are provided to the newly appointed persons.

3. Tata Steel provides all their new employees a brief booklet under the name and

style “Write your future in steel” to illustrate their career prospectus.

4. Some other firms show C.D. containing the evolution and developmental history

of the company since its inception (birth) till date.

5. Some other corporates arrange a video-conference whereby the Chief

Executive officer (C.E.O.) or Chairman addresses, and send his good wishes

to the new entrants.

This is, in brief, the arrangement of induction/introduction programme.

4.4(i) Types of Training

Broadly Speeking Training is of Two Types :-

1. On the job training and

2. Off the job training.

On the job training – under this arrangement employees are assigned the job

and are trained how to perform it by the supervisor/foreman or senior colleagues.

It is mostly through practical demonstration of concerned machines/equipment’s

as per duty chart/operating manual.

This type of training is mostly meant for skilled/semi-skilled artisans mechanics.

This is in house training.

3. Vestibule Training

It  is also like on-the-job training. It is an in-house training in the training hall of

the company with the help of those equipments which are to be operated by the

employees concerned.

The theoretical training is imparted in the class room the practical training is

imparted in the production line.

This mode of training is most suitable when the number of trainees is quite

large, and they are to be trained for the similar job.

Mostly clerks bank executives, machine operator or sale executives are imparted

such training.

4. Apprenticeship Training

Such type of training is mostly imparted to the students of I.T.Is./polytechnics

and such other instructed persons who are to achieve proficiency in certain

trade, for example, electrician, plumber, carpenter, lathe machine operators,

automobile engineering trade or electronics.
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They are sponsored by the state government and stipend is also paid to them.

For example, government of Bihar sponsor some I.T.I. passed student in

automobile trade to B.S.R.T.C. who will have to impart training to them in its

workshop in above mentioned trade.

Such training is for a fixed period and necessary certificate is provided by the

Production Manager/Works Manager to such trainees on the completion of the

said period.

They are also given preference in regular appointment.

5. Training Through Demostration

It is one of the best ways to train a person by exposing him to practical

demonstration of any job by performing it actually by the trainer before the

trainees. It is used in combination with lectures, theoretical class, literature,

C.Ds. video clippings, film show, discussion, pictures etc.

6. Training by Supervisors

Such training is on the-job-training imparted by immediate supervisors of the

trainees by telling them to perform. The supervisor points out the defect,

shortcoming if any, in their performance.

7. Other modes of on the job training are :-

Job rotation, job instruction, committee assignment etc.

Other off-the-job training Method

- Vestibule Training – as already explained.

- Role playing-trainees are made to

- Play mock role of some officer/supervisor/lecturer.

By delivering lecture on certain topic after then feedback is asked for by the

trainer.

8. Conference/Seminar/Workshop

Some of the trainees are asked to propose a theme or topic, others are asked

to actively participate by exposing their own ideas/thought/feeling and reaction.

After discussions and comments. Then the officer presiding over the seminar

concludes the discussions.

Management Development Programmes

Top and Middle management Personnel are mainly trained on the following 8 areas to

expose them to the managerial position and practices :-
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1. Planning

This includes policy/programmes and plans of the organization.

2. Control

Evaluation of progress achieved with reference of the pre-determined goals, and
targets.

3. Co-Ordination

To ensure that efforts of all the sections/shops/departments aim at predetermined
goal with integrated efforts and in close collaboration with one another.

4. Motivation

It is the duty of heads to arouse the sense of  self-motivation, loyalty devotion, dedication,
commitment and sense of belonging to the organization amongst the employees.

This is done by stimulating amongst them the feeling of :-

- Inspiration through effective.

- Communication empaneling to take.

- Decision in matters of.

- Integration

Besides a successful manager must inculcate the qualities of

- Dynamism.

- Flexibility or adjustability and infuse the sense amongst thier followers. He must
be all out to handle the most critical and tedious task which others cannot do.

He must foster (promote) the cordial making environment by healthy inter-personnel
relationship amongst the employees.

According to some other scholar/sociologists the components of Management
Development Programmes include the following human and leadership qualities :-

1. Ascertaining Development Needs.

2. Appraisal of existing managerial talents.

3. Making inventory of capable personnel for higher training for promotion.

4. Tailoring (making) different types of training programmes for different persons
according to their intellectual/emotional level.

5. Comprehensive development programmes to be chalked out for developing
human relations time and motion studies decision making and leadership
course for all.

4.5 Evaluation of Development Programme

In order to ascertain the effect of training feed-back is received from all the participants
and then it is compiled to know the impact (effect) of training.
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4.6 Purpose/Methods of Management Development Programmes,

and its Impact

1. Higher productivity due to increased efficiency.

2. Enhanced morale of employees.

3. Sense of belonging, ownness to the organization.

4. Reduced need of supervision.

5. Minimisation of accident.

6. Minimisation of waste.

7. Minimisation of cost of production.

8. Greater productivity.

9. Reduced cost on Human Resource due to minimization of turn over (changing

firm by employees.

10. Stability in labour and hence prevalance of healthy industrial relation.

11. Maximum ultilistion of Human Resources.

These are purpose of  Management Development Programme

4.6(i) Method of Management Development Programme at a Glance

Acquisition of decision
makeing skill

Specific individual
Need

Acquiring
soft skill

Methods of
Management
Development

Acquisition of
Organisatinal
Knowledge

Acquisition of
Job Knowledge
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4.6(ii) Factors Influencing Management Development Programme

1. Rapidly developing the concept of technological and social change.

2. Introduction of automation in industries.

3. Increasing concept of corporate social responsibility (C.S.R.)

4. Increased size complexity, strategic allowance of companies.

5. Trade Unionism and government regulations have necessitated trained and
tactful Human Resource Managers.

6. To maintain as reserve force of well trained Human Resource Managers to
meet any contingent situation.

4.7 Internal Mobility of Human Resource-Promotion and Demotion

By internal Mobility we simply mean staffing the higher posts by promoting the capable,
dedicated, efficient and productive persons from lower rank to higher position.

Different form of Internal Mobility :

The different forms of internal mobility are :-

1. Regular departmental promotion from existing lower rank to higher rank.

2. Officiating promotion :- In case of retirement, death, sickness, accident or
on any personal ground when an officer/supervisor goes on leave the senior
most person with good service track is granted officiating promotion to the
upper rank till the leave period (of person going on leave).

In such event the promotee has to discharge the functions/responsibilities of
higher position in addition to his own work of his original post.

In that event the officiating allowance ranging from 12.5% to 20% of his original
pay scale is paid to the officiating person with all the privileges of the higher
rank.

Immediately after re-joining by the person, on return from leave, the officiating
person gets reverted to his original post.

Hence this is called a stop gap or temporary arrangement.

But in the case of regular promotion the promotee gets the higher and regular
scale of pay and perks, and all the privileges attached with higher position.

3. Lateral Promotion : It is done through transfer of efficient and more productive
personnel from other branches of the same organization where they are in
surplus and posted where there is shortage of such capable person.

In such cases some special increment or some incentive allowance is allowed
to such persons and they are given first preference in regular promotion

whenever the posts fall vacant in that cadre.
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4. By Deputation : Such staffing is done mostly in government undertakings

(public sector undertaking – P.S.Us.) where some persons from the state

government cadre are deployed in some P.S.Us. on deputation.

Their original rank/position remains intact in their parent department, their service

conditions also remain unchanged. They simply get their pay and allowances from the

department where they are on deputation. In such case they get 20% additional pay of what

they were getting in their original department as deputation allowance.

When their term of deputation is over they revert to their parent department or in some

other department where the government decides. When the vacancy is not fulfilled from the

above mentioned sources and methods only, then the External Recruitment is made.

4.7(i) Advantages of Internal Mobility and Disadvantages

Followings are the advantages of promotion

1. Employees are motivated, delighted, satisfied on getting promotion. They

become more sincere, dedicated, devoted to their organization.

2. Their efficiency and productivity get multiplied many time more due to their

commitment and dedication for new position.

3. Quantity of wastage is minimized.

4. Cost of production gets minimized.

5. Company’s products become cheaper.

6. Sales volume increases due to product being cheaper.

7. Increased sales leads to increased profit.

8. Due to increased profit workers get enhanced productivity bonus, incentive

allowance etc.

9. They (workers) become more loyal, devoted to the organization. Their

productivity increases yet more and the firm’s profitability gets yet more

multiplied.

10. Increased dividend is paid to the share-holders due to increased profit.

11. They (share-holders) become motivated to invest yet more. Thus the capital

formation gets still stronger and the firm is not required to borrow from Banks

and pay interest.

12. On more sale-volume state exchequer (Sale Tax, Income Tax, Excise-duty

collectors) gets more taxes, duties and levies and Nation becomes financially

stronger.

13. Even consumers are benefited as they get better quality on cheaper rates.

14. Thus Internal Mobility is far better than the external recruitment provided the

companies arrange scientific training/re-training/training after each and every
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promotion both in house training or by depurting them to professional trainer

through video clipping, film show, cassettes, technical literature, seminar

conference etc.

Demotion :

It is just opposite to promotion. It simply means down grading an employee from its

present position to the lower position.

It is done only as a measure of punishment.

Disadvantages :

The employee gets demotivated and his efficiency and productivity gets yet more

deteriorated and ultimately he quits the firm or takes voluntary retirement.

However, it has got a deterrent effect on other employees that others who indulge in

carelessness neglects his duties, shirks his responsibility on others or spoils the work

environment will meet the same fate (that is demotion). For fear of such fate they do their

duties sincerely.

This is the only bright aspect of demotion. But in this age of humanitarian approach

demotion is treated as very negative Human Resource practice. Hence it should be avoided

as far as practicable.

Job rotation or cross functioning is also a kind of internal mobility.

Transfer (Sepration) :

The movement of employees from one unit to another unit in the some organization is

called transfer. It is done by way of promotion or lateral movement on deputation, job rotation

for developing cross functional efficiency or from surplus unit to deficit unit of manpower.

It is also caused due to re-structing of organization due to expansion, diversification,

modernization or caused by strategic alliances of the firm-by merger, amalgamation,

privatization (or nationalization) etc.

Normally transfer does not cause any change in pay, allowances, duties responsibilities

or even status in the cadre.

Certainly nature of functions gets changed. Supposing a secretary rank officer in

government department when he is posted in secretariat he/she is mainly responsible for

expeditious movement of files and getting orders issued.

But the moment he is transferred as District Magistrate-cum-collector his/her nature of

duties and responsibilities get many times multiplied.

Objectives of Transfer :

The objectives of transfer are :-

1. To increase organizational effectiveness.
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2. To enhance the versatility and competence of key personnel.

3. To enable one to cope with the cross functioning of the job-change.

4. To rectify the wrong placement of personnel to justify the principle of “Right

man for the Right job”.

5. To remove monotony and boredomof workers.

6. To minimize the hardship of personnel concerned owing to their age, disability

during discharge of duties, family problem etc.

7. To provide creative opportunities.

8. To enable the employees for handling greater responsibilities on promotion.

4.6 (ii) Different Type of Promotion

Following types of promotion are generally practiced :-

1. Production Transfer.

2. Replacement Transfer.

3. Veracity.

4. Personal or Remedial Transfer.

5. Shift Transfer or Notional Transfer.

Again there are two main types of promotion :-

(i) Formal Promotion and

(ii) Informal Promotion.

6. Some authors have termed as

7. Open promotion and

8. Closed promotion

Yet other kinds of promotion are :-

9. Movement to an authoritative position.

10. Movement to a highly evaluated job.

11. Upgradation.

12. Expanding the duties and responsibility in the present position with some
increase in pay.

13. Officiating promotion.

These are the forms/kinds/types of promotion.

Some of these types deserve explanation for example:-

(i) Informal or Officiating Promotion

It is stop-gap-way meant in the case when some officer go on long leave or goes on
longest training in foreign country or transferred on deputation to some other unit of the same
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organization then the person just below him is given charge of the higher post with an increase

ranging from 12.5% to 20% of his original scale till he discharges the function of the higher

post with all the power, privileges, facilities of the higher post.

This is officiating promotion or informal promotion.

(ii) Formal Promotion

When an employee holding junior rank is upgraded to the higher post with the pay-
scale and all the privileges/power of the higher rank it is called formal or regular promotion.

(iii) Open and Closed Promotion

When the existing employees of the organization are allowed to apply for the advertised

higher position and compete with outsiders it is called open promotion.

When existing employees are debarred from such competition it is called closed

promotion.

Deputation :

When an existing employee is deployed (sent) on some other organization for some

time he/she gets 20% extra of his/her present pay-scale (in the parent organization) till he/she

does not revert (comes back) to his/her parent organization. This 20% extra amount is called

deputation allowance.

But his/her seniority and all other service conditions in his/her parent organization

remain in tact, as if he/she is serving his/her parent department.

Promotion of his/her colleagues in the parent department he/she will also get the

promotion as per his/her seniority/merit.

In such case the deputed person will get 12.5% to 20% extra on his/her promoted

scale of pay.

It is also treated as temporary promotion.

4.7 (iii) Benefits/Advantages of Promotion

The promoted employees get :-

1. Higher scale of pay.

2. More power and privileges.

3. More facilities for example facilities of free bungalow, equipped with all furniture
and furnishings, security guard orderly/peons/gardener to maintain park before

his bungalow car for attending office and returning to residence, free lunch in

the office, facilities of 1st class AC by train/planes and staying in 5-star-heotel

during tour on company’s cost.

Benefits of increased pension, gratuity and other retiral benefits.

The amount of benefits at higher rates will also be available to him/her on

retirement.
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4.7 (iv) Grounds on Which Promotion is Granted

Promotion is granted on the following considerations :-

1. Seniority or length of service counted from the date of joining.

2. Merit –

(i) The educational/vocational qualifications.

(ii) Experience of work.

(iii) Good remarks, recorded by his/her boss in the A.C.R./C.C.R.

(confidential character roll).

(iv) Ones effectiveness to take work from sub-ordinates and co-operation

and co-ordination from his colleagues.

(v) Reliance of his/her bosses.

(vi) His/her overall performance.

(vii) Commanding respect and obedience from his juniors.

(viii) His/her brotherhood style of function and cordial relationship with his/

her colleagues.

(ix) His/her sense of owness/belonging and loyalty to the organization.

(x) His/her devotion, dedication, sincerity, commitment to his/her duties and

to the organization.

4.7(v) Other Parameter of Promotion

1. Quota system :- for example 60% from the departmental employees and 40%

from out siders this system is followed by most of the organisations.

2. Reservation quota as fixed by the government in P.S.Us. or government

departments.

Quota for scheduled caste, scheduled tribes (Sc.and St.) and other Backward

classes (OBC) has been fixed by the government which is to be followed very

rigidly.

3. Trade-Test – Ones working capability is judged on taking their working

demonstration.

4. That is ones working efficiency.

5. Promotion by examination – It is also prevalent in many P.S.Us. specially in

Banking Service.

6. Age-Group Preference

Expected years of service for the rest of ones career before retirement. If more

years are to be completed the person is preferred to others in matters of

promotion.
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Age is used, in such case, as an index of stamina, energy, vigour, flexibility,
adjustability to more rigorous and tedious work-situation. Both mental and
physical capabilities are taken in to consideration.

7. Personal Attributes

Intelligence, experience, capability, efficiency, positive attitude, courage to face
new challenges, dynamic, adjustability and adaptability to dynamic situation.

8. Performance, Appraisal – Ones excellent service-track is given weightage in
promotion.

4.7(vi) Precautions to be Exercised While Selecting for Promotion

1. Complete impartiality should be exercised.

2. No discrimination on the ground of caste, creed, race, nationality, language,
colour, place of birth, gender etc. should be ensured.

3. Ground of promotion should be pre-determined, it should be quite objective
(not subjective) no favouritism or partiality must be ensured to select right person
for right job.

4. Seniority and merit, experience, attitude, nave of taking work from others
interpersonal skill, performance all these should be given due weightage.

4.1 Separation Different forms of Separation-Transfer

By separation we simply mean the process or the policy of the organization under

which an employee leaves the organization or is made to leave the organization. In both the

case the result is the separation of persons from the organization he/she serves.

Separation may result in the following forms :-

1. Personnel leaving the organization by way of resignation for joining elsewhere

in better scale on higher post.

2. Resignation on some personal groun family problems transfer of wife to some

other place, death of father or head of the family to manage paternal property.

3. Removal by company due to full/permanent disability caused by industrial

accident on duty. In such cases the employees is given due compensation as

stipulated under the relevant Act. (Worker compensation Act. 1923).

4. Due to attrition the normal course of separation of employees due to retirement

on maturity that is on attaining the fixed age of retirement for example 58, 60 or

65, whichever the case may be, or death which is called attrition.

5. Due to lay off some personnel employed quite temporarily or on daily wage

basis are ordered not to come on their duties till further order.
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Such laying off is caused due to following reason :-

(i) Major break down of machine on which they were operating.

(ii) Shortage of raw material.

(iii) No order from any customer for whom the production was made.

(iv) Shortage of electricity.

Definition of Lay off :

According to section 2 of industrial dispute Act. 1947 it (lay off) has been defined

as the failure, refusal or inability of an employer on account of shortage of coal,

power or raw materials or accumulation of stocks or breakdown of machinery

or by any other reason to give employment to a workman whose name appears

on the muster rolls of his establishment.

Such lay off mostly occurs in seasonal goods producing industries like coal

mines, sugar, industry, jute industry etc.

Lay off may be for 9 weeks period when it takes for longer duration or permanent

it is called “RETRENCHMENT”.

6. RETERENCHMENT

Retrenchment occurs due to :-

(i) General recession or depression ¼eanh½ in economy.

(ii) Lack of demand of the product due to.

(iii) Loss of purchasing power of consumers caused by un-employment.

(iv) Due to surplus staff.

Retrenchment generally occurs in agricultural employment which are

seasonal, forestry, cotton textile, food processing industry specially

based on fruits and vegetables.

Statutory Provisions Regarding Retrenchment :

1. Industrial disputes Act.1947 stipulates that organisations employing 100 (one

hundred or more workers shall have to serve three month’s prior written notice

to employees before retrenching them.

2. They shall also have to seek prior permission of the government concerned.

3. For other firms/companies employing less than 100 workers shall have to serve

one month prior written notice to workers.

4. Employers shall also have to pay compensation to such retrenched employees

equal to his (fifteen) day salary for each completed year of service.
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5. As and when employment opportunity occurs in future such retrenched

employees shall have to be given preference in such employment.

6. Dismissal

Dismissal means permanent termination of service as a punitive (punishment)
measure.

Grounds of Dismissal

(i) Deliberate and willful violation of code of conduct as laid down in the
service rules.

(ii) Persistent (repeated) failure of the employees to perform as per
stipulated standard of performance.

(iii) Misconduct/misbehavior by the employee concerned with his/her
colleagues or superior officers.

4.8(i) Statutory Provisions to be Fulfilled Before Dismissing an Employee

As dismissal is an extreme step and quite punitive (punishing) in nature it must be
taken as last resort.

1. Prior to dismissal employees must be given opportunity to explain his/her
conduct.

2. Second show-cause-notice asking him/her to show the cause why his/her

services should not be terminated.

3. Only on getting unsatisfactory reply or no reply the dismissal order should be

issued after obtaining prior approval from the competent authority.

These are the main forms and types of SEPARATION.

4.1 Summary of the Unit

1. Executive Development or Management Development is a process which improves

current and future management performance of managers by imparting knowledge,

increasing skills, shaping behavior and changing attitudes.

2. The main objectives of the EDP or MDP are to improve competence and performance,

prevent obsolencence, ensure availability of executives at present and in future and

improve human relation skills.

3. The importance of EDP for an organization is that it keep the organization alive and

run.

4. There are six steps involved in EDP – need identification, managerial appraisal,

executive inventory, programme design, programme execution and evaluation.

5. For optimising the utilisation of Human Resource the administrative measures transfer,

promotion etc. are used.
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6. Both internal mobility and external recruitment are done to maximise the utility of Human

Resource.

7. “Training and development are the most powerful weapon in the arsenal of Human

Resource Manager to maximise the productivity and efficiency of Human Resource”.

8. Internal mobility of Human Resource is most effective tool of Human Resource

Management to augment the effectiveness and productivity of Human Resource.

4.10 Questions for Exercise

1. Explain the need and types of training. What are the advantages and benefits of

training?

OR

2. “training makes an employee more efficient and productive”. Justify this statement in

detail.

3. What are the different components of Management Devlopment programme ? Explain

them in detail.

4. What are the factors which influence the Management Development Programme

(M.D.P.) ?

5. Explain the main methods of M.D.P..

6. Explain in detail the Internal Mobility of Human Resource in any organization with its

advantages and disadvantage.

7. Explain in detail the objective and types of transfer.

8. Explain in detail the various type of transfer along with its objectives.

9. What is meant by separation? Explain different modes/kinds of separation.

10. Write short notes on :-

(i) Induction and socialization of employees.

Explain in detail the purpose and methods of Management Development

Programme.

4.11 Suggested Readings

Title of the book Authored by

1. Human Resource Planning D. K. Bhattacharya

2. Human Resource Management S.S. Khanna

3. Human Resource and Management Kalyani/lyr and

Paranjapee
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4. Personnel Management and I.R. Dale Yaddoer

5. Human Resource and Personnel K. Ashwathappa and

Management Arun Monappa

6. Personnel Management Arun Monappa  Mirza and

Saiyadan

7. Principles of Personnel  Management E.B. Filippo




